
1.  Contestants eligible for the End-Of-Contest Most Winners and Most Losers prizes will be determined based 
upon contestants’ selections of most winning and most losing teams, respectively.

2.  Should a tie occur for the End-Of-Contest Most Winners or Most Losers, the following procedures will be used 
to determine a single winner for each prize available to be awarded. (Please note that the EXAMPLES below 
depict tie situations for “Most Winners.” For “Most Losers” tie situations, the same tie breaker procedures 
will be followed except that the number of losses will be considered instead of the number of wins.)

3.  Contestants with equal records will be placed into a “Tie Breaker Bracket.” For example, if four (4) contestants 
tie with the best record for Most Winners, those contestants will be placed in the Most Winners First Place Tie 
Breaker Bracket, which will determine the first, second, third, and fourth place prizes. The next best record will 
be for fifth place.

 EXAMPLE:  Contestants A, B, C, and D tie in the Most Winners category with a record of 150 wins at the 
conclusion of the contest. Contestant E has the next highest total wins with 149. Contestants A, B 
C, and D will be placed in the Tie Breaker Bracket to determine who will win the first place, second 
place, third place, and fourth place prizes. Contestant E will win the fifth place prize. 

 NOTE:  Contestant E will not be eligible for any of the top four prizes regardless of the results of the Tie 
Breaker Bracket. Since Contestant E’s record of 149 wins was less than that of contestants A, B, C, 
and/or D, contestant E is eligible for the next best prize of fifth place.

4.  No contestant with an inferior record will advance to a higher prize as a result of a tie breaker. 

5.  Tie Breaker Bracket winners will be determined based on the contestant who selected the Most Winners in the 
final week of the contest. If the Most Winners selected in the final week are equal, then the Most Winners in the 
second to final week will determine the winner, and so on weekly (in reverse chronological order), until the tie is 
broken.

 EXAMPLE:  Four (4) contestants (A, B, C, and D) are in the Tie Breaker Bracket for the Most Winners category. 
Contestants A and B have a contest record in Week 17 of 12 wins and 2 losses (12W-2L). 
Contestants C and D have a record in Week 17 of 11 wins and 3 losses (11W-3L). Only contestants 
A and B will continue to be scored on their records in Week 16 for the higher two prizes (first place 
prize and second place prize) while Contestants C and D will continue to be scored for the lower 
two prizes (third place prize and fourth place prize) for that particular Tie Breaker Bracket.

6.  In the unlikely event that a tie situation is still not resolved after employing the above tie breaker process, the 
Week 1 contest card that is date/time stamped earliest will win that unresolved tie.

7.  Management reserves the right to modify or cancel these Tie Breaker rules at any time at management’s sole 
discretion.
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